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Chapter 2787 
“Hmph, what an ignorant person, who doesn’t even know the most authentic 

Zhihuo, yet dares to call himself a Flame Demon…” 

David snorted coldly! 

Looking at David’s appearance, the thin old man didn’t seem to be lying, so he 

frowned and said, “Could it be that you are really the ultimate fire? You are 

also a demon from the lineage of the flame and demon?” “But I don’t know 

anything from you 

. Feeling the breath of the demons, did you also take the Yinqi Pill?” 

David was taken aback by the thin old man’s words, and David didn’t know 

what the Yinqi Pill was! 

Seeing this, Suo Xingyue hurriedly explained, “This Yin Qi Pill is a unique 

medicine of our Danyang Sect. It can hide the breath on the body and make it 

difficult for people to detect it! 

” People can live a normal life.” 

“It is precisely because of this that these demon cultivators caught me and 

asked me to refine Yinqi Pills for them. The effect won’t last very long.” 



“This time I stopped here for repairing because the effect of the Yin Qi Pill is 

about to disappear, so I was asked to refine the pill again.” 

Suo Xingyue’s words made David understand Come here, why do these 

demon cultivators dare to walk so openly! 

“Could it be that your Danyang sect often cooperates with the demon 

cultivator?” 

David asked! 

After all, this Yin Qi Pill is simply a magic pill for Moxiu, so the biggest market 

for refining this Yinqi Pill should be for Moxiu to take it! 

Suo Xingyue’s face was full of embarrassment, but she nodded in the end and 

said, “Our hidden energy pills are indeed often sold to some demon 

cultivators, but we also have screening, and we will not cooperate with all 

demon cultivators.” “ 

Like This group of devil cultivators committed a heinous crime and harmed 

many people, so they took the opportunity to arrest me because our Danyang 

Sect did not cooperate with them.” 

After David heard this, he also understood. It seems that this Danyang sect is 

not like other sects, who will kill all the demons when they see them, 

regardless of injustice. 

After all, there are good people in the demon clan, like the demon old lady 

David met, she took the initiative to stand up and gave herself the magic 

beads in order not to implicate other people! 

“You don’t know about Yin Qi Pill. It seems that you are not from the Demon 

Race anymore. Then who are you? Why did we become the Flame of the 

Flame Demon?” The thin old 

man heard the conversation between David and Suo Xingyue , so asked! 



“It doesn’t matter who I am, what matters is that you have been sentenced to 

death by me…” 

David said flatly! 

“Hmph, brazen words…” 

The thin old man snorted coldly, and then the flames rose from his palms, and 

then his whole body began to swell! 

“Ben Lei Palm…” 

David raised the corner of his mouth slightly, turned his palm, and suddenly 

swung it out into the air! 

With a rumbling sound, the sky suddenly became dark! 

The thin old man was startled, and hurriedly looked up, only to find a huge 

hand appeared on top of his head! 

The palms kept pressing down, and the endless coercion caused the flames on 

the thin old man to gradually go out! 

The thin old man’s eyes were full of horror, he was the strength of the sixth 

rank of the Composite Realm, and under the pressure of David, the second 

rank of the Composite Realm, he felt the breath of death! 

The thin old man knew that he had encountered a hard stubble, so he turned 

around and wanted to run away! 

It’s a pity that at the moment the thin old man just turned around, a dazzling 

lightning suddenly struck down from the huge palm in the sky! 

Slashed fiercely on the lean old man’s body, directly knocking the lean old 

man to the ground! 



boom boom boom…… 

Thunder and lightning struck down, constantly bombarding the skinny old 

man! 

Seeing this scene, Suo Xingyue was stupefied. He really couldn’t figure out 

how David, who was at the second level of the Body Fitting Realm, could erupt 

with such power. on the ground! 

Chapter 2788 
“Stop it, or our Lord Balrog will not spare you.” 

The thin old man roared. 

“Bah, the Balrog knows who you are, you are just a branch of the Balrog’s 

lineage, you really think of yourself as a Balrog.” 

David yelled hard! 

The thunder and lightning were still bombarding down, and soon the thin old 

man was bombarded into scum! 

But a cloud of black mist quickly burst out from the thin old man’s body! 

After the appearance of this cloud of black mist, the world was completely 

darkened! 

“This is the demon soul, don’t let him escape…” 

Seeing this, Suo Xingyue hurriedly said to David! 

David nodded, and rushed towards the demon soul, and the demon soul let 

out a shrill cry, revealing a ferocious and terrifying face! 



Mohun’s copper-bell-like eyes looked at David, and his sharp teeth kept 

drooling, like a man-eating demon! 

Seeing David rushing towards him, the demon soul also rushed towards David 

wrapped in black mist! 

David smiled coldly, and a ball of fire rose instantly in his hand, which was 

then wrapped in the black mist of the demon soul. 

Seeing this, Suo Xingyue watched with a nervous expression. 

Soon, a roar erupted from the black mist, and the black mist that filled the sky 

exploded directly, and then turned into thousands of fragments of the black 

mist, and each strand of black mist was ignited with flames! 

David’s figure slowly appeared, and the demon soul was burned to ashes by 

David’s ultimate fire! 

And the other demon cultivators who heard the movement hurried over! 

But when they saw that their leader and even the demon soul had been 

burned to ashes, all of them looked terrified! 

Before David could do anything to them, these people disappeared without a 

trace in an instant! 

David didn’t chase after them either, these demon cultivators ran away as well, 

as long as they didn’t harm the villagers and didn’t provoke him, David 

wouldn’t bother with them either! 

“Little brother, you saved my life. I am really grateful. I will definitely repay you 

when I get to Jialing County.” 

Suo Xingyue said gratefully! 

“It’s just a little effort, you’re welcome!” David smiled lightly! 



At this time, Liu Ruyan and the others saw that David had disappeared, so they 

also ran over! 

“David, are you okay?” Seeing David, Liu Ruyan asked nervously! 

“I’m fine.” David shook his head! 

“Mr. Chen, did a battle take place here just now? Why is there a breath of 

demons?” 

Yihe frowned slightly! 

Although Yihe’s strength has been suppressed, his senses are still very 

sensitive! 

“That’s right, I just killed a demon cultivator and saved this fellow Taoist from 

the Danyang Sect.” 

David pointed to Suo Xingyue and said! 

“Danyangmen?” The third elder was taken aback, looked at Suo Xingyue in 

disbelief and said, “Are you from Danyangmen?” “Yes 

, I am an elder from Danyangmen, my name is Suo Xingyue!” “ 

I don’t know Where are the fellow daoists from?” 

Suo Xingyue asked the third elder! 

“Oh, we are members of the Jade Cauldron Sect, and we are going to attend 

the Pharmacist Association.” 

The third elder said hastily! 

“Oh, it turned out to be a fellow Taoist of the Jade Cauldron Sect. I never 

expected that your Jade Cauldron Sect would have such a powerful person.” 



Suo Xingyue said in surprise! 

After all, sects like theirs that focus on refining medicine are generally low in 

strength, but in this world of heaven and earth, pharmacists have a high 

status, so even if some pharmacists are not strong, there will be no one 

provoke! 

“Elder Suo, are you also going to Jialing County to participate in the 

Pharmacist Association? I remember that every year at the Pharmacist 

Association, your Danyang Sect will act as referees.” The 

third elder asked! 

“Yes, I also went to the Jialing County Pharmacists’ Association this time to act 

as a referee, but a few senior brothers left first, and I was delayed by 

something. This time, Moxiu seized the opportunity and controlled me!” “If 

not With the help of this fellow Taoist, I’m afraid I’m still serving those demon 

cultivators!” 

Suo Xingyue said embarrassingly! 

Chapter 2789 
“Elder Suo, since you are alone, let’s go together, and we can have someone 

to take care of you!” 

Seeing that Suo Xingyue was alone, the third elder hurriedly said! 

After all, if you build a good relationship with the referee first, the next 

pharmacist meeting will be smoother! 

“That’s exactly what I mean!” 



Suo Xingyue nodded. In fact, Suo Xingyue also wanted to know about David, 

and wanted to know how David, as a pharmacist, had such strong strength! 

Several people started to head towards Jialing County together! 

On the way, Suo Xingyue said to David, “Little friend, I don’t know how many 

grades your medicine refining strength has reached?” 

“Medicine refining strength?” David frowned slightly! 

David didn’t know that this pharmacist actually divided realms, and no one 

told him about it! 

“Suo Changlao, Mr. Chen hasn’t been tested in our Jade Cauldron Sect, so we 

don’t know what kind of pharmacist he is!” The 

third elder hurriedly explained when he saw this! 

When Suo Xingyue heard it, he nodded and said, “So I haven’t tested it yet, 

but I think my little friend’s medicine refining ability should not be low, at least 

the middle level of the third grade!” David listened to Suo Xingyue’s words, 

followed Suo 

Xingyue Talking with Yue, it was only then that I realized that the pharmacists 

in the world of heaven and man are divided into nine grades, and each grade 

is divided into three grades: upper, middle and lower! 

The higher the level of the pharmacist, the higher the level of refining the 

elixir, but the refining of the elixir does not entirely depend on the strength of 

the pharmacist, there are also medicinal materials, furnaces, and even the 

flames used for refining medicine. exquisite! 

Therefore, if a high-level pharmacist has a god-level furnace and some 

celestial herbs and medicines, it is possible to refine a real elixir! 



Following Suo Xingyue’s conversation, David also learned a lot about the 

history of alchemists in the Heavenly Human Realm, and learned a lot! 

Not to mention, the strength of the Danyang Sect seems to be much stronger 

than that of the Jade Cauldron Sect! 

Otherwise, an elder from the Danyang Sect would not be able to be a referee. 

It seems that everyone in this area recognizes the alchemy of the Danyang 

Sect! 

Unknowingly, the sky gradually darkened! 

At this time, a huge city appeared in front of him! 

“Jialing County is here, every time I come here, I feel a sense of shock…” 

The third elder looked at the huge city in front of him, and couldn’t help 

sighing! 

And Yihe looked at Jialing County, and said with emotion, “It’s too spectacular. 

It seems that in terms of construction, the orcs will never be able to compare 

with humans.” Although 

Yihe’s Demon Imperial City is also very large and spectacular, it is really 

Compared with Jialing County, it’s nothing like a big witch, it’s not enough to 

see! 

If Yihe’s Demon Imperial City is a big tile-roofed house, then this Jialing 

County can be called a villa! 

“Mr. Chen, when you enter Jialing County, it is strictly a personal battle, so you 

have to pay attention, if there are disputes and conflicts, you can go to the 

ring.” “In 

this Jialing County, there are rings everywhere, and you can compete at any 

time.” “ 



The third elder reminded David in a low voice! 

David nodded, and then the group entered Jialing County! 

And on the square entering the city gate, a statue stands in the middle! 

The statue is an old man, holding a ganoderma-like thing in his hand, and 

seems to be sniffing in front of his nose! 

“Mr. Chen, this sculpture is Ge Zhichuan, the originator of our pharmacists, 

known as Yao Lao.” 

The third elder introduced in David’s ear! 

David felt a little surprised that there was such a statue erected in the square 

in Jialing County. After all, this Yao Lao is the originator of alchemists, and it 

should be some alchemy sects who placed statues. In a city like Jialing County 

, it seems inappropriate to place such a statue! 

Could it be that the Princess of Jialing County is also a pharmacist? 

Chapter 2790 
Suo Xingyue must have seen David’s confusion, and Suo Xingyue said, “My 

little friend may not know that the reason why Jialing County has such a large 

scale is inseparable from the medicine refining meeting held every year. 

” Moreover, the Princess of Jialing County is also a great pharmacist, that’s 

why the statue of Yao Lao is placed on this square to attract more 

pharmacists!” David understood when he heard this, it turned out that 

this is Jialing County The main reason is to do business and make his Jialing 

County more prosperous! 

“It seems that the princess of Jialing County is a good businessman!” 



David said with a faint smile! 

“Of course, there are so many rare and rare treasures in the annual alchemy 

meeting, and a large amount of resources are gathered in Jialing County. You 

haven’t seen that Jialing County guards the city gates casually, and they are all 

monks in the body.” “If there are not a lot of 

resources Support, it is impossible for Jialing County to support such a huge 

city!” 

Suo Xingyue said! 

“I hope this trip is worthwhile…” After hearing Suo Xingyue’s words, David felt 

fascinated! 

Maybe during his time in Jialing County, he could collect many rare treasures, 

and even cure Yihe’s poison! 

“Little friend, thank you for your rescue. This is my token. If there is nothing 

wrong, you can visit me at the resident of the Pharmacist Association.” 

Suo Xingyue took out a very delicate token and handed it to David! 

With this token, David can enter and leave the pharmacists’ association at any 

time. If he doesn’t have the token, he can only queue up to enter on the day 

when the pharmacists’ association opens! 

Speaking of which, this token is equivalent to giving David an identity! 

After giving David the token, Suo Xingyue left to find her senior brother! 

And David, led by the third elder, slowly walked towards Jialing County! 

The huge Jialing County is divided into outer city and inner city! 



All people who come to Jialing County can move and live in the outer city, but 

if they want to enter the inner city, they need to be strictly inspected and 

interrogated, and even their identity is checked! 

Because the pharmacists meeting will be held in the inner city at that time, 

David and the others walked towards the inner city! 

“Mr. Chen, the three of us will wait for you in the outer city. With our strength, 

it is no fun to enter the inner city.” At 

this time, the hero of the three heroes of the strange thief said to David! 

After all, in the inner city, most of them are people with high strength and 

high status, and the Three Heroes of the Phantom Thieves will be very 

cautious when playing! 

It’s different in the outer city, there are all kinds of people in the outer city, 

there are also various arenas, gambling halls, and generally the bottom people 

are mostly! 

Therefore, the Three Heroes of the Phantom Thieves can have more fun 

playing in the outer city without restraint! 

“Yes, but the three of you are not allowed to steal anything. If you let me 

know, you three will look good.” 

David urged! 

“Don’t dare, give us a hundred guts, we don’t dare to steal things in Jialing 

County, isn’t that courting death!” The 

three masters of the strange thieves waved their hands repeatedly and said! 

“Mr. Chen, don’t worry, no one dares to cause trouble in Jialing County.” 

The third elder said from the side! 



At this time, David reached out and followed Liu Ruyan, “Give me some 

spiritual coins.” 

Liu Ruyan didn’t even ask, and directly took out some spiritual coins for David 

and handed them over. 

David took the spirit coin, threw it to the three ghost thieves and said, “You 

guys have fun outside, just wait for us! 

” There are spirit coins! 

After the Three Heroes of the Phantom Thieves left, Yihe looked at David and 

couldn’t help but smile and said, “Mr. Chen’s soft rice is really hard…” The 

third elder burst into laughter after hearing this, while Liu Ruyan blushed shyly. 

! 

David said disapprovingly, “Ruanfan really smells…” 

“Hahaha…” 

Everyone laughed, and then walked towards the inner city! 

 


